Process monitoring and modelling can contribute to fostering the industrial relevance of additive manufacturing. Process related temperature gradients and thermal inhomogeneities cause residual stresses, and distortions and influence the microstructure. Variations in wall thickness can cause heat accumulations. These occur predominantly in filigree part areas and can be detected by utilizing off-axis thermographic monitoring during the manufacturing process. In addition, numerical simulation models on the scale of whole parts can enable an analysis of temperature fields upstream to the build process. In a microscale domain, modelling of several exposed single hatches allows temperature investigations at a high spatial and temporal resolution. Within this paper, FEMbased micro-and macroscale modelling approaches as well as an experimental setup for thermographic monitoring are introduced. By discussing and comparing experimental data with simulation results in terms of temperature distributions both the potential of numerical approaches and the complexity of determining suitable computation time efficient process models are demonstrated. This paper contributes to the vision of adjusting the transient temperature field during manufacturing in order to improve the resulting part's quality by simulation based process design upstream to the build process and the inline process monitoring.
Introduction
The laser beam melting (LBM) process is an additive manufacturing technology to produce almost fully dense metal parts from a powdery feedstock by utilizing a laser beam for the powder solidification. Today, a shift in the predominant application area of additive manufacturing processes from research laboratories to shop floors is evident [1] . Therefore, it is crucial to ensure a first-time-right process design and subsequently guarantee a reproducible and reliable quality standard. Process monitoring and modelling can foster this development by providing the possibility to deepen the process understanding and to improve the process design. This paper focuses on the simulation and experimental analysis of temperature fields, which are a key factor for process stability and part quality [2] . Therefore, temperature monitoring enables the detection of unpredicted process imperfections and proves the quality of each produced part. Microscale modelling provides insights on very short time scales and allows investigating corresponding process phenomena [3] .
This paper wants to add scientific value by a combined view on the possibilities and limitations on both process monitoring and multiscale simulation. This can be useful to support process design for new materials or to calibrate thermal imaging data. Macroscale process models can support the process design by offering the possibility to analyze a part's temperature field upstream to the build job. Based on these temperature fields a thermomechanical analysis can be performed to forecast part deformations. These are mainly caused by residual stress release via the temperature gradient mechanism and are of major interest to technology users [4] . through the applied scanning strategy. Depending on the latter, the material is reheated in several temperature cycles resulting in residual stress and deformation. Firstly, adjacent scan tracks cause a certain volume to reheat at hatch frequency (approximately 250 Hz). Secondly, the division of the total cross section into multiple scan areas (islandshaped, stripe-wise, etc.) results in additional thermal cycles for volume regions that are located close to the scan area boundaries; compare zoomed view in Figure 1 .
Last, the weld penetration depth is considerably larger than the nominal layer thickness which causes a remelting and reheating of already solidified part regions. Within this paper, a comparison of simulation results with data gathered through process monitoring is performed on the macro-as well as the microscale level.
Thereby, the performance in terms of time and spatial resolution is discussed. For this purpose microscale modelling allows investigating the process with the highest possible temporal and spatial resolution. Due to the required calculation time, this simulation approach is limited to a few melt tracks only. This is caused by the fact that a large amount of solution steps is necessary to realize the intended micrometer and microsecond resolution. By utilizing abstraction methods, for example, the heat input, macroscale modelling allows investigating the whole part's thermal and subsequently structural behavior resulting from the build-up process. This leads to a decreasing number of solution steps compared to microscale modelling. The achievable resolution is in the order of magnitude of millimeters and milliseconds. Process monitoring is performed inline to the process using thermal imaging and can provide a complete part inspection at a timescale of milliseconds. The investigated material within this paper is the nickel-base alloy Inconel 718, which is commonly used in turbo machinery production. The experimental and numerical methods are introduced below.
Macroscale Simulation.
The macroscale approach is used for the simulation of the additive manufacturing process of complete parts. For an acceptable computation time, several simplifications are necessary [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . For a part-based simulation of the LBM process four fields of modelling can be identified [9, 10] : geometry, material, heat input, and ambient influences. Figure 2 illustrates how the geometry (first row) and the heat input modelling (second row) are carried out within this paper.
As data base, a sliced representation of the part's geometry (CLI-file) is used which comprises information (point clouds) about laser scan vectors (both polylines for creating the part's contours and hatches to fill them) as well as all corresponding laser power values and scan velocities. For the geometry modelling, the point cloud is imported to a FEA tool (ANSYS) as key points (2) after extracting the part contour (polylines) (1) . Subsequently, lines are generated (3) to connect the key points. Closed vector contours are then converted to areas (4) . Afterwards, the 2D-part description is extruded (5) according to the height of the present layer or layer compound (multiple layers grouped as one layer). By repeating the described procedure layer by layer or layer compound-wise the part's geometry is fully imported and a mesh which exhibits nodes on specific height levels is generated.
The heat input is modelled by prescribing a material specific temperature load to scan areas. Figure 2 (second row) illustrates the general principle of deriving scan areas from machine data. In Step 1, the whole scan vector information, hatches, and contour vectors (polylines), as transferred to the additive manufacturing machine, are shown. Steps 2 to 5 illustrate an abstraction of all scan vectors resulting in 4 load steps with a constant accumulated length of scan vectors proportional to the total length [10] . In the sense of this method, the most abstract option is to utilize only one single heat impulse to the total part cross section (solidus temperature constraint on the topmost layer). This was found to be a calculation time efficient modelling technique for the beam material interaction in order to analyze the resulting temperature field of a part to be built, but it is limited to properly model the different thermal cycles within one layer perpendicular to the build direction [8, 11] .
The materials strength behavior is modelled by a multipoint linear kinematic hardening model [10] .
Microscale Simulation. Several simulation approaches
for laser material processing consider fluid-dynamic effects occurring in the heat affected zone [12] [13] [14] . In this sense, electron beam melting and laser beam melting are specifically investigated in [15] [16] [17] . Concerning this work, only conduction is considered as heat transportation mechanism within the microscale simulation model. Hence, transportation of heat energy caused by mass flow (e.g., fluid dynamics in the melt pool) is not taken into account in order to reduce calculation time.
The thermophysical properties of Inconel 718 are given in [18] . Temperature-dependent values for the absorptivity of Inconel 718 at the wavelength of Nd:YAG-laser (1.06 m) can be found in [19] . For simplification and improvement of the convergence behavior a constant absorptivity value of 0.35 is assumed. In order to take the heat removal caused by evaporation into account, the temperature in the simulation approach is limited by the evaporation temperature of nickel (about 2915 ∘ C). The powder is modelled by a continuum approximation which means that there are no single powder particles but a solid with adapted properties [4] . Melting and solidification mechanisms of the powder bed elements are taken into account depending on their temperatures. When the temperature level reaches the solidus temperature the properties of these elements are changed to those of solid material.
For microscale modelling a heat source with a normally distributed intensity is applied. The beam properties for the investigated additive manufacturing system EOS M 270 can be found in [20] . The interaction between laser radiation and solid material is modelled by an area-related heat flux density obtained through multiplying the absorptivity by the intensity distribution [21] . Compared to solid material, the effective absorptivity of the powder domain is increased due to multiple reflections of the laser beam at the surface of the powder particles [22] . For considering the increased effective optical penetration depth a volume-related heat source is applied to the powder continuum. Here, the heat source is modelled in terms of heat flux density (W/m 3 ), which exponentially decays with powder depth :
The optical penetration depth of the powder material is 20 m according to [22] ; the powder absorptivity a p is assumed to be 0.6. Furthermore, is the laser power and denotes the 86% beam radius. The investigated process zone (500 m × 500 m × 60 m) is meshed with uniform cubic elements with an edge length of 8 m. The thickness of the powder layer is 40 m. For modelling the underlying and already solidified regions a large block meshed with coarse tetrahedral elements is used; compare pool size, etc.) can be divided into coaxial setups, which are sensing the process emissions directly at the current beam position [23, 24] , and off-axis setups, which usually monitor the complete build substrate at a time. In [25] the feasibility of layer-wise off-axis process monitoring based on a microbolometer IR-camera is shown and the setup used is presented. Deviations in the laser melting process, occurring at a timescale of several tens of milliseconds, can be detected by evaluating properties of the heat affected zone under idealized conditions. The typical response time for microbolometer cameras in the order of 8 ms limits the maximum frame rate to approximately 50 Hz. Furthermore, the pixel resolution of 250 m causes spatial averaging over multiple single scan tracks (width: approximately 100 m). Therefore, the peak temperatures cannot be determined reliably. This monitoring approach focuses on the spatially resolved analysis of the cool down behavior of a complete part section. An IR-detector (spectral range of 8 m to 14 m) is used to measure the associated temperature interval (melt temperature to room temperature). To derive the absolute temperature from IR measurements an effective emissivity of 0.2 is assumed, which is based on experiments that account for LBM-characteristic surface structure and the considered temperature range.
Results and Discussion
3.1. Macroscale Level. Based on the experimental and numerical setups described above, the temperature distributions are investigated for a blade geometry in aero engine applications. Furthermore, the thermal measurements are used to evaluate the accuracy of modelling approaches for the exposure strategy. Figure 4 shows the test specimen utilized for the macroscale investigations.
In the bottom right part of Figure 4 an experimental result illustrating the time over a specified temperature limit (350 ∘ C) is shown. On the left, the simulation result of a modelled cool down step is illustrated (based on one single heat impulse to the complete part layer for modelling the heat input to the layer compound,cf Figure 2 ). It can be derived that both the experimental (b) and numerical results (a) exhibit significant differences in temperature distribution perpendicular to the build direction. The difference in cooling behavior as shown in Figure 4 is due to the overhanging structure on the left side of the free-form area which features an inferior heat removal. This result is analysed in terms of element temperatures of monitoring points within the bulk and filigree free-form area of the turbine blade; compare Figure 5 .
The plotted element temperatures are averaged over four nodes on the top surface of the 20th layer compound (build height: 5 mm) for both a monitoring point in the center of the bulk section and one in the free-formed area. In compliance with Figure 4 (b), it can be seen that the time over 350 degrees of Celsius is higher within the filigree free-formed area compared to the massive bulk area. The reason for the temperature differences illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 is the heat transportation in reverse build direction. It is increased within the massive part regions (bulk section) compared to the free-formed section. In addition, the cool down rate for the bulk area is larger than for the filigree free-formed section. In laser beam melting, different cool down rates can influence the microstructure of parts [26] . Hence, by homogenization of the cool down behavior, the resulting microstructure could become more predictable. In addition residual stresses and deformations caused by the temperature gradient mechanism perpendicular to the build direction could be reduced.
Recapitulating, by utilizing a macroscale model to support process design, heat accumulations in, for example, freeformed part areas can be detected and could subsequently be avoided by adjusting laser power or scan velocity. For an economically efficient process design, the described simulation of the build-up process should be completed within a short period of time compared to the actual build time.
To compensate for inaccuracies and to ensure part quality, process monitoring is performed to back up simulation results and to identify necessary refinements of modelling approaches.
In contrast to the numerical solution in Figure 4 , a more detailed macroscale simulation approach was utilized to gather the results shown in Figure 5 . Here, the heat input was modelled by accumulating the scan vectors (cf. Figure 2 ) to 10 scan areas which were applied with a temperature load of 1250 ∘ C for a load time corresponding to the scanning velocity (following [11] ). On the one hand, the result accuracy should be increased through this measure because the thermal cycling of the elements due to the hatching of the laser (cf. Section 2) can be modelled more accurately. On the other hand, the calculation time for the thermal solution of 20 layers increased from 16 minutes to 215 minutes. The effect of this modelling approach on the result accuracy can be investigated in Figure 6 which shows the temperature curve of three elements within the first scan area (top right corner) of layer compound 20.
Thereby, elements on the left end of the scan area, in the center, and on the right end were chosen. Due to the fact that the spatial resolution is limited by the element size, the elements on the left end of the scan area were also within the selection of the second scan area which explains the peaks at about 1.4 s. Hence, this approach enables the modelling of additional temperature cycles for neighboring scan areas as discussed in Section 2. Furthermore, the approach is capable of modelling the contour exposure that completes the solidification of the current part cross section (peak at 2.5 s in Figure 6 ). Through heat conduction an increase in temperature can also be detected for the elements in the center and on the left at 2.5 s. It can also be seen that the general temperature level in Figure 6 is above approximately 190 ∘ C once the solidification of layer compound 20 is started (0.55 s), although the chosen preheat temperature is 80 ∘ C. This effect is caused by heat accumulation due to a restricted influence of the base plate on the heat conduction rate between part and base plate. a corresponding part section during the process. The measured temperature level can be compared to the model (cf. Figure 6 ). To enable a straightforward identification of hot spots, Figure 7 (a) displays the geometrically mapped data for a characteristic layer-wise cool down time (derived from the total time above a certain temperature). Both the figure and the chart in Figure 7 describe the same physical background of delayed heat dissipation and can be used as a quality indicator. Furthermore, it can be concluded that the temperature evolution varies significantly between the first and second scan areas. After exposing the first scan area, the overall temperature in its vicinity increases and causes a slower cool down of the second scan area. In accordance with the numerically investigated temperature curves shown in Figure 5 the time above a fixed temperature (e.g., 350 ∘ C) is increased for the monitoring point within the free-formed area.
Microscale
Level. The microscale model is intended to simulate the subsequent exposure of single tracks only. Compared to the macroscopic, part-based level, the temperature distribution and its temporal evolution can be investigated with an increased temporal and spatial resolution (micrometers and microseconds). A comparison of measurement data is only reasonable at the level of multiple scan tracks, taking into account the spatial and temporal averaging caused by the inertia of the measurement setup. To compare the numerical results of the microscale simulation with experimental data from thermography a modelled volume region of 250 m × 250 m × 40 m is investigated by averaging corresponding nodal temperatures (cf. Section 2). This equals the pixel size of the measurement setup: compare Figure 8 .
As introduced in Section 2 of this paper, hatching takes place on microscale level (10 m, 10 s) and states the main influence on temperature evolution through reheating (cf. Figure 8 ). Because of spatial (250 m) and temporal (20 ms) resolution limits in the bolometric measurement setup, the layer-wise monitoring approach is mainly suitable for investigating the cooling behavior and long term temperature field evolution; compare Section 3.1. Due to spatial averaging the cooling behavior for single tracks is superimposed by the current temperature of its vicinity, resulting in a low frequency temperature rise as the heat source passes by.
To compare the simulation results-from both the microand the macroscale models-with the experimental results the width of the temperature curves and the cooling rates are investigated. Hereby, the width of a temperature curve is defined by the time; the temperature of an observed area region is above a fixed value of 500 ∘ C and cooling rate means the change with time of the temperature curve. The microscale model exhibits the fastest cooling rates compared to both the macroscale simulation and the experiments. Concerning the microscale model, the maximum cooling rate is −378.49 ∘ C/ms and the temperature peak width is 1.98 ms (Figure 8(a) , first peak). As stated before, the thermography camera is not able to resolve the repeated heating cycles caused by neighbored hatches due to the inertia of the experimental setup. The maximum cooling rate measured with the bolometer is −1.74 ∘ C/ms and the width of the temperature curve is in this case 60.80 ms. These values broadly correspond with the results obtained from the macroscale simulation where a maximum cooling rate of −4.83 ∘ C/ms and a width of the temperature peak of 20.02 ms are observed.
Conclusions
Macroscale process modelling can be utilized to investigate the temperature field during the build process. Therefore, necessary adjustments to achieve a homogeneous temperature field perpendicular to the build direction can be identified upstream to the build process. As a result, the process design could be improved. In contrast to the state of the art, this would lead to an adjustment of process parameters within a part (e.g., increased scan velocity in the free-formed (cf. Figure 4 ) part area) in dependence on the wall thickness. To ensure the part quality and document the homogenized temperature field, the build-up process should be monitored, for example, by thermography.
On the macroscale level, abstract modelling approaches need to be applied for the virtual process design in order to gather numerical results within a computing time which is less than the build time of the part. To evaluate the accuracy of element temperatures (cf. Figures 5 and 8 ) process monitoring results should be considered. Thereby, the limitations of abstractions can be derived and users can decide whether they want to apply maximal calculation time efficient approaches or rather need increased result accuracy. Process monitoring at the level of microseconds states an interconnection between microscale and macroscale modelling in the following way. Macroscale simulation cannot investigate random process irregularities on the partbased level but allows the prediction of possible systematic errors and deterioration of part quality and part deformations. Microscale modelling cannot handle full featured part geometries but allows a detailed understanding of realistic temperature cycles during hatching. Compared to macroscale modelling, the layer-wise process monitoring approach is capable of detecting geometry-dependent systematic and especially random irregularities during the manufacturing process by investigating the cool down behavior as the heat source passes by.
Future work comprises an integration of process monitoring and modelling. On a macroscale level, results from thermal imaging can be imported to the simulation system in order to perform a simulation of the resulting part's structural behavior, in particular, the resulting residual stress state which is cost intensive to measure. Furthermore, temperature profiles gathered through thermal imaging can contribute to the improvement of suitable abstraction methods for heat input modelling. On a microscale level, simulation results are of use for the calibration of measurement equipment and also for validating abstraction methods for macroscale modelling in terms of, for example, the energy intensity.
In addition, future work should focus on an improvement of both the simulation models and the experimental setup for thermal imaging. For an improved comparison of the microscale simulation model and the thermography results, an increase of temporal and spatial resolution compared to the setup used within this work is necessary.
